Planning and Conducting an Organizational Risk Audit

Many NGOs struggle when it comes to planning and conducting an integrated organizational risk audit. The challenges of assessing complex and interrelated risks: focusing on safety, security, cyber and information integrity, legal and litigation risks, business and operational interests, internal and external stakeholder and reputational vulnerabilities can be daunting, costly and distracting... often ending in the failure to identify a clear road map to addressing prioritized risk issues in a sensible, contextual, effective and sustainable manner.

Course Location: Washington DC
Course Dates: 10th October 2016
Costs: FREE

RSM is a world leader in conducting holistic risk audits for the NGO community – combining our strategic, operational and tactical level experiences in over 65 countries with our ISO 22301 certified Lead Auditor qualifications.

Our program of instruction will teach you how to effectively plan and conduct an organizational risk audit to ISO 22301 standards on business continuity management – looking at headquarters, regional or programmatic risks and needs – enabling you to then take the assessment and effectively apply it to prioritized solutions.

Where NGOs are looking at external 3rd Party support – then we will help you understand what to look for and expect (and demand), allowing you to both select and manage engaged consultants effectively, ensuring the right outcomes from the audit process.

We will provide classroom based instruction, course materials, snacks/coffee and lunch, access to our ISO 22301 online leadership training on the audit process, and audit management take-away tools. Participants will be provided joining instructions upon confirmation of attendance.

INFO@RSMconsulting.us http://rsmuniversity.com (001) 571 242 9044